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ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS

Q1. (a) Sketch the design of UNIX O.S. using microkernellayered approach. What
are the advantages and disadvantages of such an approach?

(5)

(c) Write the precedence graph and then algorithm/program using cobegin-co end
for copying a sequence f of m records to another sequence g initially empty.

(5)

Q2. (a) How the system calls are handled in OS? Explain the following Unix system
calls along with their parameters.

(i) read( ) (ii) waitpid( ) (iii) execve( )

(5)

(b) What do you mean by a System? Explain the following concepts used in a
system design.

(i) Hierarchy of levels of abstractions and recognition of structures
(ii) Concepts of information hiding.

(5)
Q3. (a) What are the computer performance parameters? Consider a program in which

all references to both instructions and memory are 2 bytes wide and the CPU
performs 1 million accesses per second with 2 bytes per access. Measure the
average CPU idle time when it is servicing three devices with data rates of 5
cps for keyboard, 960 cps for display and 160 cps for printer.

(5)
(b) Why must a computer start in kernel mode when power is first turned on?

(2)
(c) List and explain at least eight supervisory and control functions performed by

an OS. Explain the role of traffic controller and dispatcher in it.

(3)



Q4. (a) Consider the following Snapshot of Banker's algorithm
Customer Allocation Max eed Available

A 0012 0012 1250
B 1000 1750
C 1354 2356
D 0632 0652
E 0014 0656

(i) Is this system is in a safe state?
(ii) Can a request for ( 0, 4, 2, 0 ) can be granted?

(6)
(b) Define an operating system. What do you mean by its time independence

behavior? Why Synchronization is important for this purpose?

(4)
Q5. (a) Explain the following Operating Systems

(i) Real-time Systems and (ii) Multiprocessor Systems
List at least three distinct common features which makes a clear distinction
between them.

(6)
(b) What is a batch processing system? Let a single batch is characterized by the

following parameters

M~ average mounting time
T ~ average service time per job
N ~ number of jobs
S ~ unit price of service time
W ~ unit price of waiting time per job

Show that optimal batch size which minimizes the cost of service time and
waiting time per user ( within a single batch) is

Nopt = -..j MS I TW

(4)
Q6. (a) Distinguish between interrupts, traps and signals. Give the detail account of

interrupt processing in UNIX OS.
(5)

(b) Explain Spooling in a multiprogramming O.S. Is it feasible for all types of
devices? Justify your arguments by giving reasons for the same.

(5)
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